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We observe a strong thermally controlled magnon-mediated interlayer coupling of two ferromagnetic
layers via an antiferromagnetic spacer in spin-valve type trilayers. The effect manifests itself as a coherent
switching as well as collective resonant precession of the two ferromagnets, which can be controlled by
varying temperature and the spacer thickness. We explain the observed behavior as due to a strong
hybridization of the ferro- and antiferromagnetic magnon modes in the trilayer at temperatures just below
the Néel temperature of the antiferromagnetic spacer.
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Introduction.—Interlayer exchange coupling in magnetic
multilayers is one of the key functional properties for spin-
electronic applications [1–3]. Ferromagnetic interlayer
exchange can lead to perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
used in ultrahigh-density storage media [4–6]. The
exchange bias found in ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic
(F-AFM) bilayers is commonly exploited in spin-valve
sensors [7–9]. Indirect interlayer exchange enables the
giant magnetoresistive superlattices [10–12] and synthetic
antiferromagnets [13,14]. Interlayer exchange through
antiferromagnetic spacers in F-AFM-F trilayers [15,16]
makes AFM materials attractive as mediators of interlayer
coupling in nanostructures [17–22], which is of special
interest for the rapidly developing field of antiferromag-
netic spintronics [13,23] and has the potential to enable
ultrafast (THz), compact, and highly stable to disturbing
magnetic field nanodevices.
Postfabrication control of the interlayer exchange in a

magnetic multilayer can yield additional functionality. For
example, thermal control is employed in thermally assisted
magnetic memory [24] and is also promising for develop-
ing spin-thermionic valves and oscillators [25–29]. Such
devices often use the Curie transition in a weakly ferro-
magnetic spacer as the interlayer coupling mechanism. An
interesting fundamental question is whether an antiferro-
magnetic spacer can be used as the controlling element for

on-off switching of interlayer exchange. A successful
demonstration could enable a variety of applications in
systems where wide-frequency-range oscillators are
used, including the presently intensively discussed spin-
oscillator-based neuromorphic circuits [30].
In this Letter, we demonstrate a method for manipulating

coupling of thin ferromagnetic layers separated by an
antiferromagnetic spacer in F-AFM-F trilayers using
thermal gating of the magnetic state of the spacer. We use
layer-selective magneto-optical Kerr-effect (MOKE) and
ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measurements, enabled by
having the F layers of different magnetic anisotropy (soft F
and hard F�), in order to reconstruct the thermomagnetic
state diagram of the trilayers and identify the regions of
either coupled or independent field switching and resonant
precession of the F layers. We associate the coupled regime
with a strong hybridization of the ferro- and antiferro-
magnon modes, which establishes correlations between
the ferromagnetic layers. Such correlations are strongly
enhanced in the vicinity of the Néel transition temperature
due to the softening of the antiferromagneticmagnons in this
range and can be efficiently switched on and off by varying
the sample temperature. The demonstrated ex situ control of
interlayer coupling in magnetic nanostructures via thermal
gating of antiferromagneticmagnons near room temperature
is promising for spintronic applications.
Theory.—Recently, Cheng et al. [31,32] analyzed the

magnon-mediated coupling in F-AFM-F trilayers by consi-
dering excitations in the AFM layer only. Here we develop
a model that has at its core hybridization of ferro- and
antiferromagnetic magnon modes, focusing on the switch-
ing conditions for the F and F� layers in the F�-AFM-F
trilayers. Assuming the switching is thermally assisted, we
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search for nonlocalized magnon modes able to correlate
thermal fluctuations in F and F� [33]. Our approach is based
on associating F switching with softening of the lowest
magnon mode whose frequency ωF ∝

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hcr −H
p

→ 0 at
some characteristic critical field, H ¼ Hcr. We model the
spacer as a collinear uniaxial antiferromagnet [34], whose
magnetic order is characterised by Néel vector N, and
assume parallel alignment of the easy axes in the F and
AFM layers—the typical experimental layout. We further
assume that the exchange coupling at the F�-AFM and
AFM-F interfaces, parametrized by constants H�

b and Hb,
favors parallel alignment of all the magnetic vectors.
Magnons are considered as small excitations δM�, δM,
and δN over the equilibrium state, in which M�↑↑M↑↑N.
Thermal effects manifest via the temperature dependent
AFM parameters, such as the sublattice magnetiz-
ations, jNj=2, and the AFM resonance frequency,
ωAFM, all vanishing at the Néel temperature, TN ;
jNj, ωAFM ∝

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

TN − T
p

.
Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the

F�-AFM-F magnon modes calculated in the limit of a thin
AFM layer (t → 0). Predictably, in the vicinity of the
avoided crossing, ωAFMðT1Þ ¼ ωF� [ωAFMðT2Þ ¼ ωF],
oscillations of the Néel vector are strongly hybridized with
the oscillations in the F� and F layers, as shown by the
relative values of δM� and δM in each of the modes in
Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). In addition, in the interval T1 < T < T2

between the two crossing points, one of the modes (red
line) is delocalized across all three magnetic layers and has
comparable amplitudes of δM� and δM in F and F�. This

strongly hybridized mode produces correlations between F
and F� and can lead to coherent rotation and even switching
of the two layers. To clarify this further, we consider the
spin dynamics of the F�-AFM-F trilayer in the vicinity of
the critical field H → Hcr. In this region the mode with
ω ¼ ωF → 0, which is localized mainly in the F layer (light
blue line), becomes unstable and amplitude δM grows
exponentially. However, due to the nonlinear coupling with
the delocalized mode, the nominally localized mode
stimulates exponential growth of δM� in F�, thus inducing
coherent switching in the trilayer [35]. In this case the
magnons in the AFM spacer play the role of a mediator,
which couples F and F�.
Next, we discuss the effect of the AFM layer

thickness, t, on the coupling between the F and F�
layers. The magnon modes in the trilayer are fully
delocalized only if their frequency ω > ωAFM, ωF,
and ωF� . In contrast, the amplitude of the modes with
ω < ωAFM decays exponentially within the AFM layer as
δM ∝ δM� exp ½−t

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ω2
AFM − ω2

p

=c�, where c is the magnon
velocity in the AFM layer. At intermediate temperatures,
T1 < T < T2, the delocalization of the modes and the
resulting collective dynamics are still possible, although
with a diminished effective coupling constant,
H�

b → H�
b expð−t=x0Þ. The characteristic length scale x0

depends on temperature and the interface properties.
Finally, we consider the switching process outside the

inner-crossing range (T < T1 and T > T2). At low temper-
ature, T < T1, the AFM magnons are hybridized mainly
with the F� magnons, since the AFM layer becomes too
hard for the long-wavelength F magnons (ωAFM ≫ ωF).
Although the F magnons with the nonzero wave vectors k,
satisfying ωFðkÞ ≈ ωAFM, can still hybridize with the AFM
magnons, their population is vanishingly low, defined by
the temperature factor ∝ exp f−ℏωAFM=kBTg, where ℏ and
kB are the Planck and Boltzmann constants, respectively.
As a result, at low temperature, most of the magnon modes
are localized and each of the ferromagnetic layers switches
independently. At high temperature, T > T2, the AFM
layer is soft (ωAFM ≤ ωF < ωF�) and transparent for the F
and F� magnons. In this limit, however, the effective
coupling at the F-AFM and AFM-F� interfaces is signifi-
cantly weakened due to the thermal fluctuations of the
AFM order and the reduced value of the Néel vector
jNj → 0. As a result, correlations between the ferromag-
netic layers vanish also at high temperature.
From the above analysis we can conclude that an AFM

spacer can effectively mediate coupling between two
ferromagnetic layers in a finite temperature range near
TN , in which the AFM spacer is soft enough to transmit the
F and F� magnons and thermal fluctuations are still too
weak to suppress exchange interactions at the F-AFM and
AFM-F� interfaces. This opens a way of controlling
switching of the ferromagnetic layers by varying the
temperature.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 1. (a) F�-AFM-F system schematic. (b) Magnon spectra;
temperature dependence of uncoupled (dashed) and coupled
(solid) magnon modes. Magnon amplitudes in F� [δM�; (c)]
and F [δM; (d)] layers for each mode; F-F� correlations are
mediated by two magnon modes that have nonzero amplitude in
both F layers simultaneously (red lines).
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Samples and VSM measurements.—We study F�-AFM-F
trilayers of composition ½Feð6Þ-Pyð3Þ�-FeMnðtÞ-Pyð5Þ,
where the layer thicknesses in nanometers are given in
parentheses and FeMn and Py stand for Fe50Mn50 and
Ni81Fe19. The Py(5) layer and the [Fe(6)-Py(3)] bilayer are
the soft and hard ferromagnetic layers, respectively (here-
after Py and FePy). The Py(3) sublayer is used to promote
the growth of the FeMn layer with the desirable AFM
properties [40,41] as well as to make the two F-AFM
interfaces compositionally identical. Since the properties of
an antiferromagnet strongly depend on finite-size effects
[42], we fabricated a series of trilayers with different
thicknesses of the FeMn spacer (t ¼ 4–15 nm). All films
were deposited by dc magnetron sputtering (AJA-Orion) at
room temperature. In order to induce a preferred magneti-
zation direction, the samples were deposited and sub-
sequently annealed at 250 °C in a saturating magnetic field.
Figure 2(a) shows typical magnetization loops (M-H) for

the trilayers measured using vibrating sample magnetom-
etry (VSM) at room temperature. For t > 6 nm, the M-H
loops are composed of two overlapping field-offset loops
that correspond to the hard FePy (HFePy

b ) and soft Py (HPy
b )

layers, respectively. The offset vanishes with decreasing t,
which is due to the known effect of weakening AFM order
in progressively thinner AFM films [9]. A field-centered,
single M-H loop observed for t ≤ 6 nm therefore indicates
a vanishing exchange bias and parallel alignment of the
outer ferromagnets. Thick AFM spacers (t > 10 nm) yield

essentially fully decoupled F and F�, where the trilayer
M-H loop is a superposition of two minor loops with the
coercivity and field offset corresponding to FePy and Py,
individually [43].
Layer-selective MOKE.—We use a photoelastic modu-

lation (PEM) technique [36–39] for measuring the longi-
tudinal MOKE of the samples, which distinguishes
between the sample’s total magnetic response [first har-
monic at 50 kHz; yellow lines in Fig. 3(a)] and the magnetic
response of the hard Fe-Py bilayer (second harmonic at
100 kHz; blue lines). This MOKE selectivity was calibrated
against VSMmeasurements on the trilayers [35], which can
distinguish the individual switching of the Py and FePy
layers by the respective coercive fields as well as
the magnetization step heights (Py and FePy were pur-
posefully made with clearly different magnetic moments,
about 1 to 3).
The temperature evolution of the in-plane MOKE M-H

loops for the FePy-FeMn(6)-Py trilayer (t ¼ 6 nm) is
shown in Fig. 3(a). At low temperature (T < 220 K), well
below the effective TN ≈ 340 K of the FeMn(6) spacer, the
major loop consists of two superposed but clearly distin-
guishable minor loops, which correspond to Py and FePy.
The two minor loops are offset in field due to exchange
pinning by the AFM spacer. The nonequal field offsets
indicate that Py and FePy are pinned individually, i.e., the

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. Interface exchange coupling in FePy-FeMnðtÞ-Py
trilayers as a function of FeMn thickness (t) at 300 K.
(a) VSM magnetization loops for select AFM thicknesses.
(b) Thickness dependence of exchange bias field (loop offset)
for Py and FePy (HPy

b and HFePy
b ) determined as shown in (a);

inset shows Hb fields measured at 250 K using MOKE. Solid
lines show fitting with power lawHb ∝ ðt=tb − 1Þ1=2. Red dashed
line encloses region with pronounced interlayer coupling.

(a)
(b)

(c)

FIG. 3. Thermomagnetic transition in FePy-FeMn(6 nm)–Py.
(a) MOKE loops measured at first and second harmonics of PEM
frequency. Temperature dependence of exchange-bias field Hb
(b) and coercive fieldHc (c) for Py and FePy. Solid lines in (b) are
fits using power lawHb ∝ ð1 − T=TbÞ1=2; dashed line is behavior
expected for stand-alone Py-FeMn bilayer. Shaded is region of
significant interlayer coupling.
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interlayer coupling does not propagate through the 6-nm-
thick AFM spacer at low temperatures where the AFM
order is strong. With increasing temperature toward TN , the
two minor loops in the combined M-H loop (yellow, first
harmonic) merge into a single loop at near room temper-
ature, indicating that the outer F layers are strongly coupled
through the AFM spacer. Above TN , the single loop
transforms again into a double loop (first harmonic at
400 K), which is now centered at zero field. This double
loop consists of two minor loops of different coercivity. As
expected, the two coercive fields are equal to the intrinsic
Hc of Py and FePy, which indicates that the ferromagnets
are fully decoupled and exchange unpinnedwhen the FeMn
spacer is paramagnetic.
Ferromagnetic resonance.—We have measured and

compared the FMR spectra of two samples, with and
without AFM-mediated interlayer exchange, having the
AFM spacers 6 and 9.5 nm thick, respectively. Figure 4(a)
illustrates the double FMR in the decoupled state of the
6 nm sample, from which the individual resonance fields
for the Py and FePy layers can be obtained. The resonance
lines merge on lowering the temperature below TN, as

shown in Fig. 4(b), with the FePy line staying strong in
intensity through the entire coupling range, thus offering a
sensitive probe of the interlayer coupling strength [35]. We
associate the observed merging of the Py and FePy FMR
lines with the delocalized magnon mode, which is strong
just below TN and establishes correlations between the
ferromagnetic layers, in good agreement with the theory.
The predicted magnon hybridization (see Theory and
Fig. 1) provides excellent fits to the measured HrðTÞ of
Fig. 4(b). A comparison of the temperature dependence of
the FePy resonance field for the two samples [35] yields a
clear differential peak, ΔHFePy

r , due to the interlayer
coupling at just below TN, shown in red in Fig. 4(c).
This FMR-deduced peak in the interlayer exchange cou-
pling (IEC) shows an excellent agreement with the IEC
deduced from MOKE magnetometry, both pronounced
around 250 K [red line and region in Fig. 4(c)].
Magnetic state diagram.—The observed three magneti-

zation regimes in the trilayer represent its thermomagnetic
state diagram and are well illustrated by the temperature
dependence of the exchange bias and coercive fields;
Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). In particular, HbðTÞ clearly shows
the low-T regimewith individually exchange-biased Py and
FePy and, therefore, negligible ferromagnetic coupling
between F and F�. On the other hand, the HcðTÞ depend-
ence is very informative in characterizing the high-T
regime, above the Néel point of the spacer, where Py
and FePy switch at their intrinsic coercive fields, again
indicating negligible coupling between F and F�. The Hb
and Hc values exactly overlap in the intermediate-T range,
just below TN, indicating that the outer ferromagnets are
fully coupled in a parallel magnetization state and show
coherent switching.
The transition between the three thermomagnetic

regimes is most clearly visualized by the temperature
dependence of the coercive field difference ΔHc ¼
ðHPy

c −HFePy
c Þ, shown in Fig. 4(c). ΔHc is nonzero at

low T and high T, which indicates negligible ferromagnetic
coupling between F and F�. In the intermediate temperature
range, ΔHc strictly vanishes (e.g., solid circles for the 6 nm
sample between 220 and 320 K), indicating ferromagneti-
cally coupled F and F�. This conclusion from the MOKE
data is strongly supported by the FMR results discussed
above, which show a clear peak in the interlayer coupling in
the same temperature range.
The coercivity of the Py layer is larger than that of the

FePy layer at low temperatures [positive ΔHc in Fig. 4(c)]
since the effect of the AFM-surface scales inversely with
the F(F�) layer’s magnetic moment and the Py layer is both
thinner and weaker magnetically. As the temperature is
increased toward TN , the two coercive fields merge
(ΔHc ¼ 0) due to the AFM-mediated ferromagnetic cou-
pling. On further temperature increase, ΔHc becomes
negative as expected (stand-alone Py is softer than Fe)
and is the same in magnitude for the structures with

(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 4. (a) FMR spectrum of 6 nm sample recorded at 290 K
showing two distinct peaks for Py and FePy; blue and yellow
lines show model fitting for determining respective resonance
fields. (b) Resonance fields of FePy and Py; green dashed line is
resonance field of reference single-layer Py; solid lines are fitted
theoretical magnon modes. (c) MOKE-measured coercive-field
difference vs temperature for samples with 6.0 and 8.5 nm thick
FeMn; dotted lines are guides to the eye; shaded are regions of
significant interlayer coupling where ΔHc ¼ 0 for 6 and 8.5 nm
samples; FMR-deduced interlayer coupling field for 6 nm sample
[35] is shown in red.
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different AFM thickness (6.0 and 8.5 nm), which addi-
tionally indicates that the spacer becomes paramagnetic so
F and F� fully decouple. The point of decoupling (loss of
AFM order at TN) for the two structures is found to be,
respectively 340 K and 410 K, which agrees well with the
known values for thin-film FeMn [42].
Importantly, the magnon-mediated correlations strongly

affect the blocking temperature of the F and F� layers, at
which the AFM bias vanishes (Hb ¼ 0). We determine the
blocking temperature Tb by fitting HbðTÞ to a power law
consistent with the Landau phase transition theory
[∝ ð1 − T=TbÞ1=2; see Fig. 3(b)]. While the individual
bilayers Py-FeMn and FePy-FeMn have identical interfaces
and thus should have the same Tb [vertical arrow in
Fig. 3(b)], the trilayer data show a large drop in the
effective blocking temperature of the soft layer,
Tsoft
b < Tb. This drop (from about 300 to 220 K) is a direct

effect of the enhanced fluctuations in the soft layer due to
the nonlocalized magnon modes excited in the hard layer.
In contrast, and in line with expectations, the hard layer is
much less sensitive to the influence of the soft layer’s
magnons (its effective Thard

b ≈ Tb) and, therefore, defines
the blocking temperature of the trilayer. As Thard

b is
found midway the region of strong interlayer correlations
(bound by Tsoft

b and TN) the coherent switching is, in fact,
found to take place with (Tsoft

b < T < Thard
b ) or without

(Thard
b < T < TN) exchange bias. Remarkably, the temper-

ature and AFM-thickness dependence of the observed
interlayer coupling are complementary, which becomes
evident upon comparing Fig. 3(b) with Fig. 2(b), where
HbðtÞ and HbðTÞ show the same power law dependence.
Conclusions.—The fact that F�-AFM-F trilayers are

ferromagnetically coupled at temperatures just below TN
of the AFM spacer indicates a thermomagnetic origin of the
effect. At T ≲ TN , the antiferromagnet experiences strong
thermal agitation resulting in a softening of its magnon
modes toward the low-GHz range, which is characteristic
of magnons in the ferromagnets. The low-frequency
magnons can then propagate through the spacer, exchang-
ing spin between the outer ferromagnets. At significantly
lower temperatures (T ≪ TN), the magnon gap in the AFM
spacer broadens toward the THz range and acts as a
potential barrier to interlayer magnon exchange. At high
temperatures (T > TN), the spacer is fully spin disordered
and unable to transmit magnons. Thus, from the viewpoint
of interlayer F-F� exchange, the AFM spacer undergoes a
thermal transition of type insulator-conductor-insulator,
reflected in the three distinct thermomagnetic regimes
found in the system.
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